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Abstrat

Steps with spaings of mirons form on top of mesas fabriated on Si(111) that is

annealed at temperatures where sublimation beomes important. Upon annealing,

mesas �rst develop ridges along their edges, e�etively reating raters whih then

beome step-free by a step �ow proess desribed in the literature[1,2℄. Due to the

misut of the average surfae from (111), ridge breakdown ours on one edge of eah

mesa as sublimation proeeds. The breakdown point then ats as a soure of steps

whih spread out over the mesa surfae. The distribution of steps in the resulting

step train depends on the sublimation rate, diret step-step interation and the

di�usive exhange of atoms among the steps. Insight into the role of these proesses

on the self-organization of the wide terrae distributions is provided by omputer

simulations using BCF (Burton, Cabrera and Frank) theory. This shows that step

spaing an be ontrolled by varying the annealing temperature and the deposition

�ux. Comparison of the experimental and predited step distributions suggest that

the dynamis of the widely spaed steps are dominated by sublimation.

Key words: Computer simulations, Atomi fore mirosopy, Step formation and

bunhing, Silion, Single rystal surfaes

1 Introdution

Atomi steps on rystal surfaes are the basi units of surfae morphology; by

ontrolling the loal density of steps, we an ontrol the surfae shape. The

ontour and density of surfae steps an be manipulated by a ombination of

patterning, whih de�nes the initial step morphology, and thermal annealing,

whih results in the movement and reation/destrution of steps. The ability
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to guide step dynamis through these proesses represents the ultimate limit

in height morphology ontrol.

There are many useful appliations for surfaes with ontrolled step mor-

phologies. Due to the hanges in oordination at atomi steps, adsorption will

usually our preferentially at those loations. Steps are known to have ex-

tremely important e�ets in nuleation and ontinued growth of homo- and

hetero-epitaxial layers.

Previous work in this �eld has foused on the reation of large step-free areas.

Step-free areas 10-100µm in radius have been formed on Si[3,2,1℄, SiC[4℄ and

sapphire[5℄ surfaes by several groups, inluding our own; these may be useful

for making devies that require high quality interfaes[6℄ as well as providing

model surfaes to investigate nuleation and defet properties[7℄. But arrays

of steps that have ontrolled spaing in the miron range may also have use

in appliations suh as templates for nanowires or organi thin �lms. Their

study may also lead to better models of step dynamis for weakly interating

steps.

Widely spaed steps are di�ult to make beause orientational errors of 0.1

◦
or

more are usually introdued in aligning rystals during polishing, resulting in

viinal surfaes with terrae widths in the 100nm range on Si(111). To suess-

fully reate suh arrays, an understanding of step dynamis is required to ef-

fetively redistribute the steps. For Si(111), previous literature has foused on

understanding the role of eletromigration[8℄ and the Ehrlih-Shwoebel[9,10℄

e�et in reating step bunhes.

In this Paper, we desribe an experiment in whih mesa strutures (areas that

are ompletely surrounded by trenhes) on Si(111) were annealed at tempera-

tures over 925

◦
C in ultrahigh vauum to produe arrays of steps with spaing

of 1µm or more. In our disussion, we show that these arrays arise through

transient ridge formation around the edges of the mesas followed by redistri-

bution of the steps on top of the mesa after ridge breakdown.

2 Experimental

Si(111) was patterned by standard optial lithographi methods using silion

oxide as an eth mask. Mesa strutures with di�erent azimuthal orientations

and size were ethed into silion by reative ion ething. The eth depth was

around 2µm for all of our samples. 15mm×5mm samples were ut from the

wafer using a diamond tip sriber. The samples were dipped in HF for 3

minutes to remove any residual oxide and to hydrogen terminate the surfae

before being loaded into the vauum hamber.
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The samples were heated by diret urrent in a UHV system (base pressure

10−10
Torr) while the temperature was monitored with a pyrometer. Some

samples were subjeted to �ashing above 1200

◦
C to quikly remove the native

oxide layer before annealing while others were annealed without �ashing. The

annealing temperature ranged from 925

◦
C to 1150

◦
C. After annealing, the

samples were taken out of the vauum hamber and imaged by AFM in air.

3 Results & Disussion

Fig. 1(a) shows an example of the typial height pro�le of mesas after anneal-

ing. Ridges have formed along most of the edges of the mesas. The portion

of the edge without a ridge at as a step soure for the widely separated step

arrays that develop on the mesa tops. The step arrays formed through this

proess showed similar step spaing on other mesas on the sample that were

of the same size and orientation.

From a series of rotated mesas patterned on the sample, we also �nd that the

length of the mesa edge without a ridge inreases dramatially as the mesa

edge beomes nearly parallel to the misut axis as illustrated in Fig. 1(b). The

rystallographi diretions of the mesa edges do not a�et the amount of ridge

breakdown. The diretion of the DC heating urrent (and hene eletromigra-

tion e�ets) also appears to be unimportant, and in fat similar results were

obtained with low frequeny (0.2 Hz) AC heating.

We will look at the two stages in the formation of the step arrays viz (i)

the development and breakdown of ridges along the mesa edges and (ii) the

generation of widely spaed steps aross the mesas.

3.1 Spontaneous Ridge Formation on Mesa Edges

The formation of ridges along the edges of mesas is predited[11℄ by the las-

sial Mullins theory[12,13℄ based on the tendeny of the material to eliminate

hemial potential gradients assoiated with high urvature at the mesa edges.

However, Mullins theory is expeted to be appliable above the roughening

temperature whereas our experiments were performed below the roughening

temperature of the Si(111) surfae. When below the roughening temperature,

the elimination of the sharp edges requires mass �ow to the mesa top that

results in either the formation of new islands or inorporation of atoms into

pre-existing steps.

1

1
For this to our, the roughening temperature only needs to be exeeded for a

range of surfae orientations between the mesa top and the sidewall.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. (a) Height pro�le of a mesa on Si(111) that has been annealed at 1000

◦
C for

1 hour followed by �ashing at 1220

◦
C for 20 seonds. Note that a ridge exists along

three edges of the mesa. (b) De�etion AFM image of step arrays formed on top

of a retangular mesa on Si(111) after �ashing at 1250

◦
C followed by annealing at

1100

◦
C for 15 minutes.

Mullins, Rohrer[14,15℄ and Combe[16℄ have onsidered the ase where ridge

formation requires that new islands have to be nuleated on the mesa surfae;

they onlude that one the radius of urvature of the edge exeeds ∼1nm, the

free energy barrier for further island nuleation proess beomes prohibitively

large.

However, the existene of misut steps on the mesa top an signi�antly redue

the barrier for ridge formation if the transfer of atoms ours to these existing

steps; we believe this to be the most likely mehanism on these patterned

surfaes. Thus ridges an be produed by modi�ation of the shape of the
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. (a) Step motion on top of the mesa after mesa edges have rounded enough

to slow di�usion-indued ridge formation. Ridges onvert the enters of the mesa

into raters and the steps forming these raters expand outwards to reate a entral

step-free area. (b) Steps near an edge of a mesa on Si(111) after �ashing at 1400

◦
C

and quenhing. The irular steps are similar to those previously reported[3,2℄ for

raters surrounded by patterned ridges.

misut steps on the mesa top.

The formation of ridges by this proess is qualitatively di�erent from that

predited by the lassial Mullins theory beause the ridge height will be

dependent on the number of misut steps near the mesa edge. This is in line

with our observation of ridges on the mesa that is aligned with the misut

steps. Near the lower edge, a ridge of lower height forms and an subsequently

disappear as sublimation proeeds.

The mass �ow from the edges and the orners of the mesa that reates ridges

will slow down as the radius of urvature of the edges inrease. Suh a struture

is illustrated in Fig. 2(a). During sublimation, the steps forming the ridges will

retrat toward a orner of the mesa, resulting in on�gurations of steps of both

signs. The steps on top of the ridge will eventually meet the opposite sign step

on the other side of the ridge, resulting in a redution of its height. Repetition

of this proess will result in ridge breakdown.

While the ridge is evolving, the slight depression on the mesa, formed by ridge

enlosure, begins to beome step-free due to sublimation. When the ridge

�nally breaks down, a low step density region, bounded by step bunhes, is

formed. A possible snapshot of this proess on a sample that had been �ashed

to 1400

◦
C and quikly quenhed is shown in Fig. 2(b).
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3.2 Development of Widely Spaed Step Arrays on Mesa Surfaes

After ridge breakdown, widely spaed step arrays form on the mesas and

persist even after long annealing times in whih hundreds of atomi layers

of the rystal are removed

2
. To better understand the development of these

arrays, omputer simulation based on the Burton-Cabrera-Frank theory[17℄

were used to model the evolution of widely spaed steps bounded by step

bunhes as illustrated in Fig. 3(a). Our system was assumed to be omposed

only of steps with the same sign, so that step annihilation does not our; the

2-dimensional step arrays were approximated as 1-dimensional, whih should

be a reasonable approximation for the steps moving in from the middle of

the gap sine the radius of urvature of those steps is so large. In the BCF

theory with the quasi-stati approximation, the adatom onentration c, on
the terraes satis�es the equation

D
∂2c

∂x2
−

c

τ
+ F = 0 (1)

where D is the di�usion onstant of the adatoms, 1/τ is the rate of evaporation
and F is the �ux of atoms ondensing on the surfae per unit time. (For the

experiment reported here F = 0.) The boundary onditions for step n at xn

is given by

D
∂cn
∂x

∣∣∣∣∣
xn

=+K+ (cn(xn)− ceqn ) (2)

D
∂cn−1

∂x

∣∣∣∣∣
xn

=−K− (cn−1(xn)− ceqn ) (3)

where cn(x) is the adatom onentration between steps n + 1 and n, K± are

the adatom attahment-detahment rate onstants from the upper and lower

terraes. Values of K+ and K− that are di�erent from eah other model the

Ehrlih-Shwoebel barrier. ceqn is the equilibrium onentration of adatoms at

step n; ceqn ≈ ceq0 (1 + β∆µn) where ceq0 is the equilibrium onentration of

adatoms at a single isolated straight step, β = 1/kBT , and ∆µn is the free

energy hange involved in adding an adatom to step n (inorporating the

step-step interations) from an isolated step.

Solving the set of di�erential equations for the adatom onentration with

the boundary onditions give the adatom onentration on the terraes. The

2
The highest annealing temperature of 1100

◦
C results in the removal of a bilayer

every 5 seonds. We have done anneals for 2 hours at this temperature and still get

widely spaed step arrays.
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gradients of the adatom onentration give the �uxes of adatoms into the

steps from the terraes to the left and right of the step, determining the step

veloity. The result an be written by �rst de�ning the following two funtions,

Φ±

n =
tanh(l̃n/2) + d±

(d+ + d−) coth(l̃n) + (1 + d−d+)
(4)

Γn =
∆µn+1 −∆µn

(d+ + d−) cosh(l̃n) + (1 + d−d+) sinh(l̃n)
(5)

where the lengths are resaled by the di�usion length xs =
√
Dτ so that

l̃n = (x̃n+1 − x̃n)/xs is the terrae width between steps n+ 1 and n and d± =
(D/K±)/xs is the resaled attahment-detahment length whih represents

how far the adatom must di�use at the step edges before attahing to the step.

The step hemial potential is de�ned as ∆µn = 2gΩ(l̃−3
n−1 − l̃−3

n )/x3
s where g

is the step interation energy per unit length of step. The step veloity is then

dx̃n

dt̃
= (1− f + β∆µn)

[
Φ−

n + Φ+

n−1

]
+ β [Γn−1 − Γn] (6)

where t̃ = c0eqΩt/τ is in units of the time required to evaporate a monolayer

from a rystal in vauum while f = Fτ/c0eq is the resaled deposition �ux.

To easily relate our simulation results to experiment, we will onsider the

dynamis in terms of the terrae widths. The rate of hange of a terrae width,

l̃n, an be written as dl̃n/dt̃ = dx̃n+1/dt̃− dx̃n/dt̃. This equation was used to

simulate the behavior of an array of terrae widths. Four parameters, g, d±
and f are needed to numerially integrate this system of di�erential equations.

We set f = 0 to model a sublimating surfae without any deposition and take

g = 5meVÅ[18℄, xs = 20µm[19℄ from the literature.

We onsider the evolution, as sublimation proeeds, of a set of terraes that

exist between the mesa edge and a step bunh on the mesa. We take various

values of d± to investigate the e�et of attahment-detahment rates on the

terrae width distribution. Steps move in from the mesa edge and inorporate

into the step bunh on the mesa so periodi boundary onditions are assumed.

The hanges in terrae width distribution over time are displayed in Fig. 3(b)

as a series of plots of terrae index (or terrae height in units of step height)

versus the terrae width. The simulation results in a `pulse' of terrae widths

whih move down along the index axis as annealing progresses.

In the simulation, the pulses seem to self-organize to a stable distribution over

time. With the inlusion of the Ehrlih-Shwoebel e�et (d+ > d−) for small

d±, the pulse is distributed over a large number of terraes and deays slowly

in amplitude, while for large d±, the pulse is formed by a few terraes and

7
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Fig. 3. (a) Diagram of the model for omputer simulations. The terrae distribution

of a region of low step density bounded by step bunhes as shown is investigated.

(b) Computer simulation results for the evolution of the terrae distribution for the

initial on�guration of 3 terraes 0.5xs wide bounded by step bunhes with 10
−4xs

step spaing when d+ = 10
−6
, d− = 0 (solid line) and d+ = 0.1, d− = 0.05 (dotted

line) plotted in inrements of the time to evaporate 5 bilayers. () Experimental

data showing resaled terrae index (reentered at the maximum terrae width)

versus terrae width �tted to a osine urve for 8 mesas on 6 samples annealed

under di�erent onditions. This suggests that the terrae length sale for the widely

spaed steps in our experiments is in the sublimation limited regime.
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quikly beomes stable. By onsidering �utuations on a train of steps, all

with the same initial terrae widths, stable pulse formation was predited by

Misbah[20℄ and Sato[21℄ through analysis of the BCF equation. In the present

Paper, the physial argument for pulse formation is presented for a train of

steps that have a wide range of terrae widths; This allows us to form stable

pulses muh faster in our omputer simulations.

There are two main physial auses for terrae width redistribution. For step

trains with small terraes, the step motion is driven by adatom exhange

between neighboring steps due to step-step interation whih tries to equalize

the terrae widths of the step train. This is the ase when the seond term in

Eq. (6) dominates. The deay rate of �utuations in terrae widths depends

on various limiting adatom kinetis as disussed in detail by Liu[22℄.

For step trains with large terraes, the step motion is driven by sublimation

of adatoms from the terraes. This is the ase when the �rst term in Eq. (6)

dominates, and it should be noted that the terrae widths whih result in

rossover to this behavior an be ontrolled by adjusting the magnitude of

the deposition �ux, F . Sublimation dominated step motion has sub-regimes

depending on the limiting adatom kinetis.

When the terrae widths are small(l̃ <
√
2(d+ + d−)), the number of adatoms

evaporating from the terraes may be limited by the attahment-detahment

rates at the step. In this attahment-detahment limited(ADL) regime, the

terrae widths in the pulse evolve as desribed by the equation

dl̃n

dt̃
=

(1− f)

2

[
l̃n+1 − l̃n−1 + δ(2l̃n − l̃n+1 − l̃n−1)

]
(7)

where δ = (d+ − d−)/(d+ + d−). Due to the last term, this equation yields

dispersive traveling wave solutions; �utuations in terrae width inrease in

amplitude with time if d+ > d−. This orresponds to the well-known result[23℄

that the terrae width distribution is unstable under sublimation with the

Ehrlih-Shwoebel e�et.

For wider terrae widths(

√
2(d+ + d−) < l̃ < 1), the number of adatoms sub-

liming from the terraes is limited by the sublimation rate. In the sublimation

limited(SL) regime, the terrae widths in the pulse evolve as desribed by the

equation

dl̃n

dt̃
=

(1− f)

2

[
l̃n+1 − l̃n−1

]
(8)
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whih preserves any �utuation in terrae widths and propagates it down the

rystal layers as annealing proeeds

3
.

The main insight provided by these approximations is that the dynamis gov-

erning the evolution of a system of steps depends on the range of terrae widths

involved. For losely spaed steps, step-step interation dominates while for

very widely spaed steps, SL dynamis dominates. ADL dynamis dominates

for step spaings that are between these two regimes.

To understand how these di�erent dynamis regimes work together to produe

a stable pulse in terrae width (plotted versus the terrae index), we should

note that �utuations in the terrae widths in the ADL regime will inrease in

amplitude with time. For a sinusoidal �utuation, this will result in the max-

imum terrae widths in the array beoming larger and the minimum terrae

widths beoming smaller with time.

Sine the ADL regime is bounded by the step-step interation and the DL

regime, this amplitude inrease annot ontinue. Sooner or later, the terraes

will get small enough to enter the step-step interation regime and prevent

further growth of the �utuation. The interation between ADL and step-step

interation dynamis that result in stable pulses has also been demonstrated

mathematially in other papers[24℄.

The important new result in our paper is that for systems with low average

step density, the ADL dynamis an ause the maximum terrae widths to

beome large enough to enter the SL regime. The subsystem of steps in this

SL regime will be subjeted to boundary onditions set by the ADL dynamis,

resulting in a pulse with a sinusoidal pro�le as shown in the solid line plots in

Fig. 3(b). If the onstraint of the system size is suh that the SL regime annot

be reahed, a pulse with a sharp peak will be formed as shown by the dotted

plots in Fig. 3(b). Thus, a pulse of terrae widths will always self-organize

into a on�guration that balanes the deay of �utuations in the step-step

interation regime with the ampli�ation of �utuations in the ADL regime.

We an analyze our experimental results to see if the redution of step density

on the mesa tops due to ridge formation and breakdown enabled the SL regime

to be reahed for the terrae width distributions observed in our experiments.

If this is the ase, a sinusoidal pro�le should be obtained if we plot the terrae

index versus terrae width. Resaled plots of terrae widths observed on 8

di�erent mesas for 6 samples annealed under di�erent onditions are shown

in Fig. 3(). The data suggest that the dynamis orrespond to the SL regime

over the wide terraes; the evidene is not totally onlusive sine the step

bunhes are not oriented exatly parallel to the mesa edge in most of our

3
The di�usion limited regime, when l̃ ≫ 1, is omitted for simpli�ation. In this

regime, dl̃n/dt̃ = 0
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measurements, and urved step bunhes may behave somewhat di�erently.

We may also have some step redistribution during quenhing that tends to

even out the terrae distributions.

From our theoretial analysis, we an infer that the annealing temperature

and the deposition �ux will a�et the magnitude of the terrae widths at

whih rossover ours between the di�erent dynamis regimes; this will allow

a degree of ontrol over the number and the width of the widely spaed terraes

in the step array. For example, lower annealing temperature will favor ADL

dynamis, resulting in fewer and wider terraes in the step array as is indeed

seen in our experimental results.

4 Summary

In summary, we have shown that novel widely spaed arrays of steps an be

produed through sublimation on top of fabriated mesa strutures. A key

feature of the proess is the initial formation of a ridge around the top of eah

mesa in order to eliminate the large hemial potential gradients assoiated

with the edge. The presene of this ridge allows the enter of the mesa to

beome almost step-free. As the ridges widen by di�usion, sublimation even-

tually takes over and auses the elimination of the ridge and the intrusion

of steps from the edge onto the mesa surfae. The new array of steps has a

terrae width distribution that persists for long annealing times. Computer

simulations of the initial low step density area on the mesa suggests that the

widely spaed step arrays deay very slowly in the sublimation limited regime

and evolve toward a stable terrae width distribution. We also �nd that a

degree of ontrol may be exerised over number of terraes in the low step

density region and their widths by varying the annealing temperature and

the deposition �ux. This provides a new method of fabriating ontrolled step

arrays that an be used as templates. Observing the evolution of these sys-

tems of steps may also provide new insights into the important kineti proess

governing the dynamis of steps.
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